WOMEN AND THE RELIGIOUS RIGHT

minionists, united in the belief that conservative Christians
should seize all political, secular, and cultural institutions,
turning America into a theocratic state.8

that we have all grown weary of a climate of ritualistic sham-

The CNP backed Trump’s candidacy, awarding him funds,

ing in which wild, unevidenced claims are made about far-

strategy, and ground troops, for the simple reason he would
do their bidding. Once he was elected, this was their moment.

‘Help stop Pelosi’s fast-tracked radical abortion bill!’ It came

led to a tendency to turn a blind eye to political partnerships

from the Family Policy Alliance (FPA).1 The FPA email me reg-

which are strategically disastrous and wrong in principle. Beth

with their members and a decisive role in shaping the social

ularly, as do the Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF), both lead-

Graham’s whistleblowing blog post ‘Sheep in WoLF’s Clothing’

policies of his administration, as well as in selecting federal

ing US Christian-right organizations. I receive their missives

is a necessary introduction to ‘how we got here.’ It details the

judicial nominations, their most powerful route to the trans-

for one simple reason: in 2019 I downloaded the Gender Re-

chronology of events which began with WoLF taking a £15,000

formation of a nation in their image. From the moment of his

source Guide, a parental advice booklet opposing transgender

election in 2016 Trump moved on their agenda with lightning

activism in schools.2 The Guide was published by Minnesota

FPA.5

Family Council, a sister organization, and names a small list of

a ‘scorecard’ in their monthly newsletter. There are now more

supporters including the FPA, ADF, the Heritage Foundation

than 220 judges nominated by Trump with lifetime seats on

-

the federal bench, including three Supreme Court justices.

nist group—Women’s Liberation Front (WoLF). The inclusion

Any analysis of these partnerships depends on understanding

of WoLF gives the Guide an appearance of being bipartisan,

the central role the Christian right played in electing Donald

Whilst the CNP are highly secretive about their membership,

of representing a united concern about the teaching of gen-

Trump.

there was a leak in 2014 of names of their members and of-

der identity in schools. I’ve received such press releases ever

9

A further leak in September 2020 revealed that CNP

since the download, but never from WoLF, an indication of

In August 2018, evangelical faith leaders gathered at a White

-

their junior role in this collaboration. Any feminist fortunate

House dinner. Trump addressed them, in a spirit of profound

bart-editor, Steve Bannon, his advisor, Kellyanne Conway, and

gratitude: “You are really special people. The support you’ve

his education secretary, Betsy DeVos. Other key names include

of ‘hot button’ Republican topics, presumably in the hope they

given me has been incredible. But I really don’t feel guilty be-

Michael P. Farris, president and CEO of the ADF; Tony Perkins,

will change their minds. Come to oppose puberty blockers for

cause I have given you a lot back. Just about everything I prom-

kids, stay for the repeal of Roe v. Wade!

His audience laughed in a moment of delighted com-

President of Concerned Women for America (CWA); and Jim

plicity. A crude-talking serial adulterer dogged by allegations

DeMint, former president of the Heritage Foundation. The

6

-

When the Guide was published, 4thWaveNow (“a community
cle of their aspirations on earth.

of people who question the medicalization of gender-atypical
3

CNP and were at the heart of Trump’s administration, even to

and their spokeswoman Brie Jontry refused to support

10

it on the basis that it was antithetical to their principles—how

One networking group in particular contributed to Trump’s

could they support young lesbians if they were endorsing a

victory. The Council for National Policy (CNP), founded in 1981

What’s startling is that these are the very organizations—even,

guide produced by religious homophobes? Destroy Your Bind-

to capitalize on the election of Ronald Reagan, was originally

in the case of Perkins and Nance, the same individuals—with

er, whose Tumblr and Twitter address female gender dyspho-

a small group of ultra conservatives who knew that time was

whom WoLF has partnered over the last few years. You will

ria, also highlighted its dangers.4 But such voices of opposition

running out for them:

never see WoLF describing them as ‘Christian right,’ ‘religious

were relatively rare. By then, it was clear that some feminists

right’ or ‘Christian nationalist.’ That’s because the preferred

tians on a ‘single-issue’ basis. This continues to be the case.

They represented an American past dominated by white Protestant

and more anodyne term is ‘conservative.’11 This evasive term

male property owners. They dreamed of restoring a nineteenth-cen-

obscures the true nature of the American religious right and

tury patriarchy that limited the civil rights of women, minorities,
In the UK, a small group of feminists have ongoing political

immigrants, and workers, with no income tax to vex the rich or social

connections with American women who are working with the

safety net to aid the poor. Now they faced a future in which minori-

religious right, and a larger group, whilst having no such links,

ties, women, gays, and atheists were gaining in number, rights, and

If more women knew about the nature of the organizations

process, these constituencies, leaning Democratic, would consolidate

which have drawn feminists into their orbit, I believe some of

their power based on majority rule. So the CNP decided to change the

them might think again. I also hope that those who are criti-

rules.7

cal but remain silent, for fear that transactivists will capitalize
on these divisions, will realize that unity at all costs comes at a

The CNP have spent the last 40 years building a radical right

price. I don’t write this article on any other basis. I understand

capable of taking political power, for good. Many are do-
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inclines us to associate these people with mainstream British
Conservatives or ordinary churchgoers.
We peer across the Atlantic, and are persuaded, in some instances, that the radical feminists who are working with these
organizations have no choice, given that they are frozen out
are surely only mirroring the behaviour of the average elected US politician, reaching ‘across the aisle’ and making deals
with those of the opposing party in order to achieve goals and
pass laws. (This observation, in itself, is a little out of date given
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the obstructionism of current day Republicans.) But political

in which their opposition to the ‘transgender’ movement is in-

horse-trading amongst members of Congress isn’t compara-

separable from their hostility to gay people and to feminism in

ble to feminists fronting with the Christian-right think tanks

a 2015 report:

form for the anguished testimony of a Democrat mother of
Even amongst those British women who are critical of alliances between radical feminists and the Christian right, there’s a

agenda for Republican politicians.

In recent decades, there has been an assault on the sexes. That is, there

tendency to say that it’s not our circus, until we recall that it

has been an attack on the previously undisputed reality that human

was made into our circus at the precise point that Julia Long,

This Christian nationalist agenda can’t be separated from the

already been an earlier panel in February 2017 involving WoLF
of gender identity.’29

Venice Allan (We Need to Talk) and Posie Parker/Kellie-Jay

post-war backlash against school desegregation and the civ-

tack came from the modern feminist movement and the second from

Keen-Minshull (Standing for Women) went to the US as part

In October 2019, WoLF and HATAC went on to take part in an-

il rights movement: “it’s crucial to recognize how grievances

the homosexual movement. The third wave of this assault on the

of a transatlantic week of political action, Women Stand Up!

other event, co-hosted by the Heritage Foundation and FPA,

driving the backlash were deeply rooted in the white suprem-

sexes has been an attack on a basic reality—that all people have a

30

This

event also included representatives from other religious-right

acy many evangelicals and fundamentalists were taught to
makes them either male or female. The third wave ideology is known
America as a Christian nation—that is, a white Christian na-

groups, namely the ADF and American College of Pediatri-

herself as a radical feminist or, indeed, any sort of feminist.

cians (AcPeds—a group which arose as a protest against the

as the ‘transgender’ movement.17

Racism is at the heart of the movement, and the Trump

aginative campaigning style has earned her many fans. I don’t

American Academy of Pediatrics’ support for adoption by gay

It

intend to address the merits of any of the criticisms which

couples).

was white evangelicals who delivered the vote for Trump; he

have been levelled against her politics beyond pointing out

12

13

14

want to abolish age of consent laws and legalize paedophilia.18

the simple fact that she provides the most direct link between

The FPA, along with Christian rights groups in general, sup-

gender-critical feminism and the religious right, as the only

ports conversion therapy for lesbians and gay men. In 2017

British member of HATAC, a coalition between female Chris-

Paul Weber, CEO and President until 2020, wrote that “child-

tian-right operatives and radical feminists,22 and as special ad-

•

Jennifer Chavez (WoLF board member) ap-

visor to WoLF, a post she was awarded earlier this year.23
So, why have the Christian right sought out this relationship

“bans on therapy for minors are an attempt to force acceptance

with radical feminists?

19

I suspect that many readers will recall the political rows and

gether to thwart the ‘dangers of the Equality Act.’31
•

splits occasioned by the now-infamous Washington trip. WoLF

ference with WoLF at an ADF-organized rally outside the
Supreme Court. This rally was in support of a funeral

As early as the mid-70s, Paul Weyrich, co-founder of the Her-

We may think we are engaged on a single-issue basis with

laborated with Posie Parker to organize Women Stand Up, a

itage Foundation, advised the religious right to speak in secu-

these groups, especially when they appropriate secular, even

week of gender critical activism that included lobbying and

lar terms in order to win new supporters with the ultimate aim

feminist language, but we are also in their crosshairs. The fact

24

home which had sacked a transgender employee.32

Members

•

of HATAC also took part in the week’s actions.25 Women Stand

of gaining political power: “The new political philosophy must
women should fool nobody. Gender identity is a wedge issue

WoLF partnered with the FPA to oppose
Drag Queen Story Time.33

•

Up! involved pickets and discussions which were largely un-

In February 2021 there was a virtual rally against the Equality Act hosted by the FPA. This was attended by the Her-

against the whole package of what is known, in terms of inter-

language … When political power is achieved, the moral ma-

Penny Nance (CWA) co-hosted a press con-

state that between 26 January and 2 February 2019, they “col-

itage Foundation.

15

American Association of Pro-Life OB/GYNS. WoLF and
The British radical feminist Jean Hatchet pulled out of the US

Save Women’s Sports were the only non-religious-right

rich’s strategic advice is echoed by Meg Kilgannon, a member

trip when she learnt about this panel.27

participants.34

of the Hands Across the Aisle Coalition (HATAC), a coalition

Jean’s blog, a couple of UK-based ReSisters groups, which had

anti-racism and feminism.

between Christian-right women and radical feminists, which

issue alone, namely biology. But right-wing Christians’ insist-

overlaps with WoLF in terms of its activism. In October 2017,

planned direct action, dropped out or changed their plans, as

WoLF’s most consistent partner has been the ADF, a Chris-

they wanted no association with the Heritage Foundation.

tian-right legal powerhouse with over 3,300 allied attorneys
which was founded in direct response to advances in gay

inates.20 The religious right’s opposition to the trans rights pro-

The panel discussion was advertised as part of Women Stand

rights.35 In addition to taking a donation of £15,000 (as doc-

ject is rooted in a patriarchal analysis which naturalizes heter-

Up! on Posie Parker’s website. Entitled ‘The inequality of the

umented by Graham),36

tually fragile, and the trans activists need the gay rights move-

gay rights, and trans rights movements under the umbrella of

ber Julia Beck and board members Jennifer Chavez and Kara

ment to help legitimize them. Gender identity on its own is just

‘gender ideology.’ This bears no resemblance to our critique of

Dansky.28

a bridge too far. If you separate the T from the alphabet soup,

transgender politics (which is why some of us refuse to use the

of the religious right. There, in a discussion about ‘Transgen-

and written Amicus Briefs in defence of ADF clients on several

following: “For all of its recent success, the LGBT alliance is ac-

they’ve focused on a range of situations in which, it’s argued,

term ‘gender ideology’). That is, the religious right’s emphasis

16

The Christian right sees opposition to ‘transgender ideology’

to a project committed to the continued oppression of women,

as a wedge issue that can be leveraged to weaken and under-

from the US to Hungary.21
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At the time, many who defended this panel did so on the basis
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•

Doe v. Boyertown Area School District.37

•

Adams v. School Board of St. Johns Co.38

•

Harris Funeral Homes v. Equal Employment Opportunity.39

•

Hecox v. Little.40

•

Nicholas K. Meriwether v. The Trustees of Shawnee State Univer-

-

least because these people are following their own medical or-

selves.51 In July, however, Katherine M. Acosta wrote a piece for

sity, et al.41
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have also strenuously argued against working with the ADF:
It’s easy to assume that an ‘anti-trans’ vote by disenchanted,

“The ADF and their ilk use hatred and fear of women, gays and
lesbians, and trans people to fund and fuel their aspirations

Already connected with a network of groups working to protect wom-

former Democrat-voting women could scarcely have swung

There are now a record number of transgender-focused bills

towards dominance. When right-wing Christians move in to

en’s sex-based rights, through her prior work with Hands Across the

the election either way, but US elections are determined by a

which are passing state legislatures; the majority of them

use detransitioned people as a tool to further their agenda, we

-

handful of states thanks to the vagaries of the Electoral Col-

model language provided by ADF and relate to sports and

must resist and name the harm being done to us—and to oth-

tion to protect women’s sports, loosely referred to as the Title IX coa-

lege and closely drawn voting districts. Lending credibility to

lition.” The group included Women’s Liberation Front (WoLF), Save

the current GOP platform was a high-risk strategy.

medicine. 2021 is also, not coincidentally, on track to be the

45

most anti-abortion state legislative session in decades. This

Women’s Sports, and “a handful of conservative organizations with

-

We also need to understand, whether we like it or not, that the

alition of right-wing Christian nationalist groups designed to

Christian right’s opposition to trans ‘health care’ for minors is

legislatures with Christianist, dominionist legislation.42
A sense of emergency, fostered by WoLF and their supporters,

At this stage, ignorance of or willingness to overlook the dan-

whom we disagree on many topics.”52

gerous views of theocratic fascists leads to an ongoing situaWe aren’t told which ‘conservative’ organizations, but can rea-

tion where the gender-critical and radical feminist ecosphere

particularly girls’, reproductive rights.46 There is no equivalent

sonably assume they are ones within the CNP stable, as with

is, at times, populated with anti-trans articles from Republi-

to Gillick competence in the US. Thirty-eight states require pa-

WoLF.

can and religious-right sources including the Federalist, the

rental involvement in a minor’s decision to have an abortion.47

Daily Caller and LifeSiteNews. It’s argued that we can engage

encourages feminists to lend support to Republican bills which

in selective reading without it corrupting our overall politics.
WoLF’s ‘one note’ activism leads them to oppose the Equality

terms of UK- and US-based activists who play the leading roles

ible medical treatments and young female athletes losing out

Act to include protections against discrimination based on

they’ve ended up embracing the same strategy. Kara Dansky,

cial media. You have been luckier than me if you’ve failed to

on scholarships to university. Quite rightly, we don’t feel able

-

former WoLF Board Chair and attorney, is now the Chair of

see any of the following: the downplaying of the far-right ele-

to judge Selina Soule, Chelsea Mitchell, and Alanna Smith,

cluding employment, housing, and public services. At present,

young female athletes who gratefully accepted the mighty re-

a patchwork of state anti-discrimination laws leaves many

claim to safeguard women and children. We are distressed to

I would be more reassured, on that score, if right-wing tropes

hear of gender-non-conforming girls embarking on irrevers-

weren’t now so noticeable in gender-critical discussions on so-

people at risk. Whilst acknowledging that the Act would ben-

the trans-captured ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union).43

ment of global anti-lockdown protests; false claims about BLM
and Antifa being responsible for as much, or more, political
was launched in New York in March 2019 at an event hosted by

-

WoLF.53

porters to write to their representatives in the House and ask
But a focus on their individual stories takes us away from the

48

children; the slamming of ‘critical race theory’ as a scourge in

The Coalition for the

American schools; the suggestion that Drag Queen Story time

larger political question: the wisdom of feminists embarking

Feminist Amendments to the Equality Act, on the other hand,

as signatories to the Declaration or who enjoy or contribute

constitutes child ‘grooming’ and that the ultimate aim of the

on a political and legal strategy which indelibly links them to

-

-

LGBT movement is the normalization of paedophilia. It’s not

the priorities of an organization which seeks to roll back wom-

-

tion’ claims in the absence of concrete information that local

that there is no legitimate social critique to be made on any of

en’s rights and the civil rights of all LGB and GNC people, in-

chapters are either working with the far and religious right or

cluding those who identify as trans. How likely are women like

class.49

-

support such political relationships in principle. Radical and

ratives is not a contribution to such a critique.

the lesbian footballer Megan Rapinoe to re-consider their support for trans inclusivity, when the main organizations cham-

-

pioning this cause also oppose equal pay for sportswomen?44

wards the kind of moralistic, puritan language that religious
It isn’t only WoLF who are engaged in these partnerships.

this worrying direction of travel and it’s they who need to spell

Given the profoundly partisan nature of contemporary Amer-

out precisely who they are working with, so that women can

-

make an informed choice as to whether to support them or not.

ing favourably on legal cases brought by ADF lawyers who

which a minority of radical feminists, including in the UK, are
-

-

acterized as being abusive, fetishistic autogynephiles.

also try to use the 1st Amendment to enable religious-based
discrimination against lesbians and gay men or women want-

50

Although the only named

authors of the Declaration are three British radical feminists,

ing access to contraception and abortion? The law is a blunt
instrument, in any event, for addressing the deeply rooted,

-

violence and harassment in public spaces, as feminists have

litical alignments of feminists in the US. But we can and do
campaign, whilst driven from the US and UK, has chapters

-

make choices which lend credibility to the Christian right.

ried out within the family by males we know and within reli-

around the world and hosts international webinars.

gious and educational settings, which have enjoyed consid-

4thWaveNow have argued that anti-gay politicians aren’t going to be the ones to change hearts and minds around paediatric transition and have consistently opposed legislation that

erable protection from scrutiny. It is important to be alive to

gender politics at the time of the last US election, with high

the fact that the religious right is ideologically committed to

organization with no links to the same organizations as WoLF.

-

-

ed by Julie Bindel.54 Posie Parker argued, “On the issues I care

ing with the right on a ‘strategic’ basis, but there was no rea-
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We saw, quite starkly, the impact of a myopic focus on trans-

55

In addition, she
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choices in circumstances which seem worse than our own. But
How did we reach a point where radical feminists are working
with people whose anti-women agenda has been so clear in the
last four years, if not for their entire political history? Trump’s
record on women’s rights speaks for itself.59 We have seen that

It’s become impossible to criticize this dangerous rightward

the Christian right’s opposition to civil rights for trans-iden-

-

for lesbians and gay men. We have seen this in relation to their

bloom? The problem here is that alliances with the Christian

attacks on lesbian and gay parenting.60 We have seen it in their

right are being continually used as a stick to beat all gen-

support for anti-gay discrimination in employment.61 And we

der-critical feminists with, including women who’ve taken a

have also seen it in warning shots across the bow in relation to

consistent and principled stand against them. The mud has

marriage equality.62

been raked very successfully. A radical feminist critique of the

-
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